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of very varied reading. Beneath the profusion of philosophical and
poetical quotations there is a distinctive vein of thought. The ideas
with which the author is preoccupied are, as before, the notion of the
possibility of attaining, logically as well as mystically, a knowledge of
absolute Being, and at the same time the conviction that distinctions of
personality are of permanent significance. The reconciliation is found
in the idea thus expressed : " It is wholeness of Being through union with
its counterpartal send for which each human spirit, even though it may be
unconsciously, yearns. This is the lesson of reflective reason ".

The Colours of Animals, their Meaning and Use, especially considered in the
case of Insects. By EDWARD BAGNALI, POULTON, M.A., F.B.S., <fec.
With Chromo-lithographic Frontispiece and Sixty-six Figures in
Text. (" International Scientific Series," vol. beviii.) London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., 1890. Pp. xv., 360.

Mr. Poulton has here given a very interesting account of the pheno-
mena of colour in animals. His method has been, not to attempt even
a general description of all the phenomena—which, of course, would not
have been possible within the limits—but to illustrate principles by
examples, chosen especially from Insects, and more particularly from
the single order, Lepidoptera; the material having been provided to a
very considerable extent by his own researches. The greater part of the
book seeks to explain Protective and Aggressive Resemblance, Warning
Colours, Mimicry, and the related facts, by the accepted principles of
Natural Selection. In this part, it may be noted, as a point of psycho-
logical interest, that insect-eating animals (such as lizards) are found to
" learn by experience ". The most controversial chapters of the book—
and, at the same time, those that come most within the province of the
psychologist—are chaps, xv. and xvi. (" Colours Produced by Courtship,"
" Other Theories of Sexual Colouring"). Here Mr. Poulton appears as a
very strong supporter of Darwin's view as to the existence, among higher
animals, of Sexual Selection, or " female preference based on (esthetic
considerations ". This last point, it may be noted, is really the contro-
verted point. Mr. Wallace, for example, admits a kind of "sexual
selection," but a selection of the male for his greater "activity," or
" surplus vitality," or some such non-aesthetic reason; beauty in animals
(and plants) being, frequently at any rate, a result simply of organic
laws of growth. Thus, without the admission of aesthetically determined
Bexual selection, it would be quite possible to accept Mr. Poulton's view
that " the tendency towards the development of higher forms of beauty
is rigorously kept in check by natural selection. Remove the check or
render it less exacting, and the tendency at once manifests itself." The
decisive question is, whether there are sufficient positive grounds for
supposing a strictly aesthetic selection. Some of Mr. Poulton's argu-
ments rest on a rather unquestioning anthropomorphism; as, for
example, when he speaks of " an insect's sense of what is beautiful,"
or when he contends that " our standards of beauty have been largely
created for us by insects" ; though, of course, we may find in the end
that this is the only possible way of putting it. Is there any method by
which it can be shown experimentally that, in some particular instances,
the cause of the sexual selection that must be admitted to take place
can be nothing short of sesthetic preference ?

Gounstls and Maxims: being the Second Part of ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER'S
Aphorismm zur Lebenswrislin't. Translated by T. BAILEY SAUNDERS,
M.A. London : Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1890. Pp. 162.

For convenience of publication, Mr. Saunders has divided his transla-
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